
DAY 2 

Fundamentals of OOP and C++ 

 

 Token and their types 

 Keywords and Identifiers 

 Variables 

 Data types – Basic, Derived and User 
defined data types 

 Void data Type 

 Type modifiers 

 

 



Tokens and their types 

 
 C++ programs contain various 

components that the compiler must 
understand called tokens 

 Tokens are classified into 

• Keywords 

• Variables 

• Constants 

• Operators 

• Special characters 

 
 

 



Keywords        

 
• They are the reserved words 

• Programmers cannot use these to define 

variables 

•Keywords are compiler dependent 

•There are around 62 keywords in C++ 

•Some compiler support more 

•Turbo C++ supports 14 extra keywords  

 

 

 



List of Keywords 



Identifiers 

 While programming we need to name 
variables, arrays, functions etc. 

 These user defined names- identifiers 

 Consist of numbers and letters 

 No special characters except ‘_’ allowed 

 Case sensitive 

 Can start with letters and _ but not 
numbers 

 Can be a combination of letters, numbers 
and ‘_’. 

 Example : name, Name, _Fname01 

 



Variables 

 
 Used to store values or data 

 Every memory has a memory location 

allotted 

 Can store values of a specific type 

 Before using the variable the type of value 

stored in it should be declared 

 Variables can be declared anywhere in the 

program 



Variable Declaration 

Syntax: 

 

Data_type ‘variable name’ 

 

 Multiple declaration can be done 

 Eg. int a,b,c; 

 
a b c 



Variable initialization 

 Assigning a value to the declared variable 

is variable initialization 

 Variable can hold a single value 

 If initialization is not done, the variable 

holds garbage value. 

  int a;   -- declaration 

  a=5;  -- initialization 

  int a =5; 

Syntax: data_type identifier = value 

 



Dynamic Initialization 

 Variable initialization can be done 

anywhere 

 Declaration and initialization is done 

together in the same statement 

 Example: 

 

  float area = 3.14 * r * r;  



Data Types in C++ 

 Type of data that C++ can handle is 

referred to data type in C++ 

 

 Categorized into: 

◦ Basic data type 

◦ Derived data type 

◦ User- defined data type 

◦ Void data type 



Basic Data Type 

wchar_t is used to accommodate Unicode-

characters. It stands for wide-character. 



Contd.. 

To find the size of each data type: sizeof(name) 

Example:  sizeof(int),  sizeof(float) 

  2  4 - bytes 



Type modifiers 

 Change the meaning of the basic data 

type to produce a new data type 

 ‘signed’, ’unsigned’, ’short’ and ‘long’ 

 All 4 are applicable to integer type 

 ‘signed’ and ‘unsigned’ is also applicable to 

char 

 ‘long’ can be applied to double 



Contd.. 



Basic data type – size and range 
Data Type Size in BYTES Range 

char 1 -128  to 127 

unsigned char 1 0  to 255 

signed char 1 -128  to 127 

int 2 -32768 to  32767 

unsigned int 2 0  to 65535  

signed int 2 -32768 to  32767 

short int 2 -32768 to  32767 

unsigned short int 2 0  to 65535  

signed short int 2 -32768 to  32767 

long int 4 -2147483648 to 21474836647 

signed long int 4 -2147483648 to 21474836647 

unsigned long int 4 0  to 4294967295  

float 4 3.4E-38 to 3.4E+38 

double 8 1.7E -308 to 1.7E + 308 

long double 10 3.4E -4932 to 1.1E+4932 

bool 1 true/false 



Derived data type 

The derived data types are categorized 

into the following: 

 

 Pointers 

 Arrays 

 References  



Pointers 

 Variables that store memory address 

 Can be declared using the normal variable 

rules but with ‘*’ prefixed. 

 int *x;  - *x stores the address of the 

memory location holding integer value 

Example  int x =2,*p; 

 

 
X = 2 

*p = 4097 
2 

   4096         4097          4098

   

  

x 



Arrays 

 Collection of elements of similar data 

types in which each element is located in 

separate memory location 

 

 Eg. int b[4] 

       b[0]      b[1]  b[2]          b[3] 

     4090   4092  4094       4096 



References 
 Similar to pointers and declared with ‘&’ 

operator 

 

 Used to access the value using the 
reference rather than the variable itself 

 

 



User defined data type 

 User defined data type is categorized into 

the following 

◦ Structure 

◦ Classes 

◦ Unions 

◦ Enumerated Data Type 



Structure  

 This data type is used to combine 
variables of different data type into a 
single record 

 For each data type, separate memory 
location is alloted 

 Need to use the keyword ‘struct’ to 
define a structure 

 In C++ structure can also contain 
functions but when functions and data are 
required a class is used 



Contd.. 

Syntax of a structure: 

 
struct [<struct name> 

 

  { 

 <data-type ><variable-name1,variable-name 2>; 

 <data-type><variable-name3,variable-name4>; 

  } <structure variable declaration> 

struct  student 

 

  { 

 char first_name[20], last_name[20]; 

 int age; 

  } student_detail; 

   

struct name is optional 



Classes 

 Similar to a structure but can combine 
different data types and also the functions 
that work on those data types  

 Classes are templates and on declaring 
classes memory allocation is not done 

 Objects are instances of classes and objects 
are allotted memory  

 Class is a successor of Structure and by 
default all the members inside the class are 
private where as it is public in a structure 



Unions 

• Similar to structure but differs in the way 

data is stored 

• Group of variables are stored in the same 

memory location unlike structure where 

every variable is assigned a separate 

memory location 

• Writing into one variable will replace the 

other 

 



Enumerated data type 

 Provides functionality to the programmer 
to define new data types and the variables 
for the same. 

Syntax: 

   

enum  <data-type-name> (variable-name1,variable-name2,..) 

Example : enum components ( solid, liquid, gas); 



Void data type 

 Known as an empty data type 

 Can be used in the following three ways 

◦ Function return type – Function does not return 
anything. 

◦ Function arguments – Function does not take any 
arguments (void). 

◦ Pointer to Void – This is a general purpose 
pointer that can point to any data type. 

 

 

  


